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We’ve had a GREAT start to library this school year. Students began checking out books in library the 
first week of school. Library books will remain in classrooms this school year for students to enjoy during 
free time. 

We are continuing to model and review library procedures, and students are learning how library 
literacy centers work, as well. For safety, our center activities rotate, and our students stay in 
the same seating order in library. We are focusing on back-to-school books that remind us of 
important themes like friendship, following the rules, and teamwork.

We are beginning our reading of the historical 
fiction text, Stone Fox. Students are loving 
stepping back into time and putting themselves 
in the shoes of Willy. We know Willy will find a 
way to help Grandfather out with his overdue 
taxes, and Searchlight, the dog, will be right 
there to help. 

Students are loving our science fiction text, Top 
Secret, and the efforts Allen is taking to prove 
human photosynthesis is possible. This 
entertaining read aloud helps us remember the 
sky is the limit if you think like a scientist, and 
science standards tie in beautifully with this read 
aloud. 

These students are working hard to help all library 
friends distinguish between fiction and nonfiction books. 
5th grade are researching and teaching us about fiction 
genres, and 6th grade are researching and teaching us 
more about Dewey Decimal nonfiction categories. They 
are creating Google Slides to show what they know and 
to help them teach us all with visuals. We’ll upload our 
projects to Flipgrid later. In this way, our students are 
becoming teachers for our younger learners in library. I 
can’t wait to witness how many younger friends branch 
out and try new types of reading thanks to our reading 
leaders on campus. 
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